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MOELLER NEWS
Moeller School Governance Draws National Interest
CINCINNATI, March 9, 2015 – Archbishop

Moeller High School sent a delegation to The First Academy
(TFA), a private Christian school in Orlando, Florida. Moeller’s initiative was to teach the faculty and
students about Moeller’s governing system called: The House System. The Headmaster at TFA
invited the group to speak with school officials and school leaders after nearly a year of
correspondence.
Last spring, The Headmaster of TFA visited Moeller. After several additional discussions between the
student leaders and administrations at each respective school, TFA invited Moeller to Florida to give
a full in-depth presentation on the House System. The Moeller delegation consisted of the Director of
the House System, Karen Matuszek, Zehler House Dean, Bruce Nelson, as well as two former
School Captains Charlie Fiessinger, class of ’11, and Kyle Zimmerman class of ‘14.
“It was a really neat experience for me to help share the House System,” said Zimmerman, a current
Linder Honors Plus student at the University of Cincinnati, “Which has made such an impact on my
personal growth and development, with another school where it can be a great asset to helping grow
other students into tomorrow’s leaders.”
Moeller’s House System is a form of student governance where students from all grades are divided
into six separate groups called Houses to promote comradery, friendship, as well as spiritual and
academic growth. The three objectives of Moeller’s House System are to increase pastoral care to
each student, allow students opportunities to build strong personal relationships and encourage every
student to develop as a leader. The House System is one of the key components of instilling
“MoeMentum for Life” in every student. TFA will likely develop and implement their own version of the
House System beginning next year.
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“We believe the Marianist Characteristics provide the foundation for developing
leadership in young men. The mission of a Moeller education is to assist parents in
helping their son make responsible choices and leading them to use their talents
and gifts in service to others and for the benefit of all society. Ultimately, we are not
just developing the best leaders in the world. We are developing the best leaders
for the world.”
Principal Blane M. Collison
Located in northeastern Cincinnati, Archbishop Moeller High School is a Catholic
school in the Marianist Tradition developing leadership in young men, grades 9-12.
MISSION: The Five Characteristics of a Moeller Marianist Education:
• Educating for faith formation;
• Providing an integral, quality education;
• Educating in the Family Spirit;
• Educating for service, peace, and justice; and
• Educating for adaptation and change.

